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Abstract—Sparse Matrix operations are frequently used operations in scientific, engineering and high-performance computing (HPC) applications. Among them, sparse matrix-vector
multiplication (SpMV) is a popular kernel and considered an
important numerical method for science, engineering and in
scientific computing. However, SpMV is a computationally expensive operation. To obtain better performance, SpMV depends on
certain factors; choosing the right storage format for the sparse
matrix is one of them. Other things like data access pattern,
the sparsity of the matrix data set, load balancing, sharing of the
memory hierarchy, etc. are other factors that affect performance.
Metadata, that describes the substructure of the sparse matrix,
like shape, density, sparsity, etc. of the sparse matrix also affects
performance efficiency for any sparse matrix operation. Various
approaches presented in literature over the last few decades given
good results for certain types of matrix structures and don’t
perform as well with others. Developers thus are faced with
a difficulty in choosing the most appropriate format. In this
research, an approach is presented that evaluates metadata of
a given sparse matrix and suggest to the developers the most
suitable storage format to use for SpMV.
Keywords—Sparse matrix vector multiplication; sparse matrix metadata; sparse matrix vector multiplication parallelization;
shared memory architecture; sparse matrix storage formats; high
performance computing

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is an essential
and frequently used kernel in high-performance computing
(HPC), scientific and engineering applications. The operation
y = Ax is performed by the SpMV kernel, where A is a sparse
matrix of size M × N, and y and x are dense vectors of size
M. Although SpMV is one of the most popular and essential
kernels, it usually performs poorly for large sparse matrices.
As has been shown by Goumas and others, SpMV achieves
less than 10% of the peak performance of microprocessors [1].
Higher performance for SpMV depends on various factors - the
choice of the right sparse matrix storage format is one of them.
Other factors like data access pattern, the sparsity of the matrix
data set, load balancing, sharing of the memory hierarchy, etc.
are important when we work on shared memory architecture. In
shared memory architectures, performance degradation might
happen when all the processors try to access the memory
simultaneously. Applications on shared memory systems that
have no data dependencies and have good temporal locality
tend to perform well. On the other hand, contention on
memory subsystems in other shared memory applications with
streaming access patterns results in poor performance [2]. In
literature, we found that the SpMV kernel performs poorly on
a shared memory system because of its streaming access patter

[2]. In shared memory architecture, memory bandwidth also is
a performance bottleneck for SpMV operations when operating
on large matrices [3]. Each element of the matrix is only used
once in the SpMV operation. Irregular data access is another
performance bottleneck for SpMV operation when we use
sparse matrix storage formats like COO and CSR. For example,
when using Coordinate format (COO) for large scale SpMV,
high cache miss rate and poor performance were noticed as a
result of indirect addressing. Irregular data accessing in SpMV
also results in reduction of performance.
To address these kinds of problems, researchers have
proposed different sparse matrix storage formats [2], [4]–
[6]. For example, Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) has been
proposed to address space overhead but CSR does not reduce
irregular data accesses completely if non-zero elements (nnz)
elements are mostly in a certain row. Also, when parallelizing CSR on shared-memory architectures for operations on
such matrices, load balancing becomes an issue. Additionally,
matrix substructures also affect performance efficiency for all
sparse matrix storage format; storage formats that perform well
with certain substructures do not perform well with others.
Take for example, ELLPACK [7]. The ELLPACK storage
format is very suitable for diagonal substructures but not for
horizontal substructures. SpMV performance also depends on
other metadata like diagonal density, row or column-major
order, max non-zero values (row thickness) per row, etc.
Another example is that if the sparse matrix is not pattern
symmetric and the row thickness is very large, CSR performs
better than ELLPACK. Thus, it’s important for a developer
to know beforehand the metadata of a sparse matrix to help
him decide which storage format to use. In this research, we
propose new metrics to describe sparse matrices to add to
existing metadata description which will help developers to
take decisions easily. Our work was motivated by two key
observations
1)
2)

Different storage formats give higher performance
for particular substructures of matrices and lower on
others.
Most storage formats are not based on metadata or
substructures of the sparse matrices.

A tool was developed to generate the metrics to help developers find the optimal storage format to use for any given sparse
matrix. The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents some popular and relevant storage formats.Related work discussed in Section 3. Section 4 describes
the motivation and approach for our metrics, tool,and also
described the sparse matrix benchmarks used in this research.
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Data =

Section 5 presents the empirical analysis using metrics and
experimental evaluation. Section 6 discusses future work and
concludes the paper.
II.

To better understand the storage formats an example sparse
matrix A of size 5 × 5 and with elements described in Fig. 1
is used.
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C. Compressed Sparse Column (CSC)
The Compressed Sparse Column (CSC) [18] [19] is similar
to the Compressed sparse row (CSR). The main diference
between them is that CSC uses column pointer instead of row
pointer. CSC uses three 1-D array for storage; one for nnz
values, one for column pointer and one for row indices. Fig.
4 shows the CSC format for matrix A given in Fig. 1.
Data =



4

7

col ptr =

COO is one of the earliest and most basic format for storing
sparse matrices [15] [16] and is very simple and reliable. This
format stores the row index, column index and number of nonzero (nnz) values in three one-dimensional array - one for
storing non zero values, one for storing row indices and one
for column indices. Fig. 2 shows the COO format for matrix
A given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3. CSR Format With Data, Row And Column Field
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S TORAGE F ORMATS

There are many storage formats for sparse matrices described in literature [8] [9]–[14] for the SpMV operation. Some
of the important and popular storage formats are described in
the next sub sections.
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Fig. 4. CSC Format With Data, Row And Column Field

The storage requirement for CSC to store a matrix of
dimension M × N with NNZ non-zero values is
CSC = 2 × NNZ + N + 1
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D. ELLPACK

Fig. 2. COO Format With Data, Row And Column Field

The storage requirement for COO to store a matrix of
dimension M × N with NNZ non-zero values is
COOstorage = 3 × NNZ
B. Compressed Sparse Row (CSR)
Compressed sparse row (CSR) format is the most popular
and widely used sparse formats [17]. SpMV with CSR format
gives good performance and is used in libraries like BLAS
and LAPACK. Like COO, CSR also needs three 1-D arrays
for storing data; one holds the nnz values, another one is for
the number of nnz values per row, and one for column indices.
Fig. 3 shows the CSR format for matrix A given in Fig. 1.
The storage requirement for CSR to store a matrix of
dimension M × N with NNZ non-zero values is
CSR = 2 × NNZ + M + 1

Another commonly referenced format is ELLPACK. It is
well suited for semi-structured and unstructured meshes and
for vector architectures [7]. It is also a good storage format
for diagonal matrices. It is particularly suited in cases where
the maximum number of non-zero values per row does not
differ more with the average of non-zero elements in all rows.
ELLPACK uses two 2D matrices where one is for storing the
nnz values in row-wise order and another is for storing column
indices of the nnz values. If our matrix size is M × N and
max(Nnzr ) presenting the maximum non zero values per row
then the column indices 2D array has a size of M × max(Nnzr ).
So the storage for ELLPACK shows in Fig. 5 for matrix A
given in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 5. ELLPACK Format With Data And Column Field

At the implementation level, there are two ways to store
the ELLPACK format. One way is to use 2-D arrays. In this
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delta − values = [2 2 2 3]
indices =[1 3 0 2 4 1 2 0 3]
Directions
Elements
y
x
Horizontal
yo
xo + iδ
Vertical
yo + iδ
xo
Diagonal
yo + iδ xo + iδ
Anti-Diagonal yo + iδ xo − iδ

case, the storage requirement for ELLPACK to store a matrix
of dimension M × N with NNZ non-zero values is
ELLPACKstorage = 2(max(Nnzr ) × m)
E. Compressed Sparse Row-DU (CSR-DU)
In the CSR-DU [4] format, instead of using col_index and
row_ptr (or column_ptr) like in CSR (or CSC), ctl a single
byte array is used. This array consists of four elements: uflags,
usize, ujump, ucis. uflags and usize (to identify the type of
unit and size), ujump (a variable length which denotes the first
column index of each unit), and ucis (an array which denotes
the distance between the column index of the first element of
the unit and the column index of the previous element). Fig.
6 shows the CSR-DU format for matrix A given in Fig. 1.
units
0
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4

Data =
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Fig. 8. CSX with data directions and transformation

non zero elements in sparse matrix, they also evaluate the
performance and efficiency of COO, CSR, ELL and HYB and
find out the optimistic solution for SpMV using probability
mass function (PMF), they also observed that different most
of the matrices have their own most appropriate storage format
for achieving best performance [15].
Daniele Buono, works with shared memory multiprocessor,
they evaluate a new methodology to implement SpMV on
shared memory multiprocessor which has two phases, one is
for building a scalar matrix and on the second phase at first
they reduce the scalar matrix by row by providing numerous
opportunities to memory location, in this paper they use CSR
as there baseline because CSR is inefficient with very sparse
and graphs [20].

Fig. 6. CSR-DU Format with data and ctl values

F. Compressed Sparse Row-VI(CSR-VI)
This format is extension of the CSR format. In CSR-VI
[4], the values array of CSR is replaced with two arrays,
val_unique: which contains the unique values of the matrix
and val_ind: the index of the value in the vals_unique array
for each of the nnz matrix element. Fig. 7 shows the CSR-VI
format for matrix A given in Fig. 1.
val − indx = [1 3 0 2 4 1 4 0 3]
val − unique = [ 4 7 2 3 6 5 1]
Fig. 7. CSR-VI Format with Values

G. Compressed Sparse eXtended (CSX)
CSX [2] is also an extension of CSR-DU where CSX
support different classes of regularities. In CSX, run time
code generation method is employed. In CSX, five types of
substructures are considered: horizontal, vertical, diagonal,
anti-diagonal, and 2-D substructures. For any substructures,
CSX uses run length encoding on delta values for more
aggressive index compression. For 2-D substructures, transformation is used to convert different substructures to horizontal
substructures. Fig. 8 shows the CSX format for matrix A given
in Fig. 1.

Zhang, on there paper they want to optimize data locality of
sparse matrix vector multiplication algorithm by improving the
sparse matrix storage format, they proposed cache oblivious
extension quadtree storage structure (COEQT ), where the
sparse matrix is recursively divided into sub module and that
will also fit into the cache by doing this it will improve the
data locality [21].
Xiaowen Feng, proposed a new storage format for Sparse
matrix name Segmented Interleave Combination (SIC), Instead
of using compressed sparse row (CSR) they proposed this
format because they find out a problem if the non zero
variables are very high then thread divergence can cause and
that will affect the performance while using CSR, so they
combined the CSR values and proposed a new storage format
name SIC [22].
Arash Ashari, proposed Blocked row column (BRC) storage format that optimize the Sparse Matrix vector with
addressing the thread divergence, redundant computation in
GPUs in the paper they also find out the optimizing challenges
which are thread divergence, load imbalance, non-coalesced,
and memory access [10].
Yang, introduce a SpMV that represent large graphs which
has noticeable performance, they marge the ideas form Transposed Jagged Diagonal storage (TJDS) [23] with coo [24].

Here presenting some of related works, where researcher
want to optimize SpMV with respect to sparse storage format.

Francisco Vazquez, evaluated a new approach based on
ELLR-T kernel on GPU using CUDA where they find out
the performance of this specific kernel based on the thread
block size and the number of accumulated threads, they also
proposed a auto tuning model based on memory access for
GPU for ELLR-T kernels [25].

Kenli Li, analysis and optimize SpMV using probabilistic
method, they present probability mass function (PMF) for

Baskaran, they optimize SpMV on compilation and run
time basis, in compilation time they include synchronization

III.

R ELATED W ORKS
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free parallelism, thread mapping, optimize memory access and
data redundancy on their optimization they proposed a new
Blocked storage format and implement it on GPUs [26].
Shizhao Chen, perform a comprehensive study on representation of sparse matrix on Intel Knights landing XeonPhi
and ARM-based FT-200PLUS architecture, they found that
best representation of sparse relay on architecture and the
unit of program, in their paper they use very well known
CSR,CSR5,ELL,SELL and HYB sparse matrix storage format
[27].
Weifeng Liu, they introduce a new storage format CSR5
(compressed sparse row) which provides high throughput
SpMV on CPUs,GPUs and Xeon Phi, in the paper they
also mention an efficient storage format should agree with
two criteria, one is it should avoiding structure-dependent
parameter tuning, another one is it should support fast sparse
matrices vector for regular and irregular matrices [28].
IV.

and COO, is generally the fastest format for unstructured
matrices [7]. Hiroki Yoshizawa claims that performance of
SpMV with compressed sparse row (CSR) storage format
depends on selection of parameter. In the paper, they also
mention that conjugate gradient method is one of the popular
iterative methods for solving SpMV; they put their focus on
optimizing thread mapping for the CSR; they propose an efficient algorithm for automatic selection of optimal parameter on
GPU, which is generally performing better then CUSPARSE
when the diagonal density is higher [29]. F. Vazquez [25]
proposed and evaluated implementation of ELLR-T which is
based on ELLPACK storage format, and the evaluation goes
with some parameters like number of rows, total number
of nnz elements, average number of entries with respect to
rows, difference of the maximum number of entries in a row
and average entries with respect to row, percentage standard
deviation of entries. Their proposed approach performs better
with less diagonal density data.
B. Bench Mark

M ETRIC

A. Motivation
For the SpMV kernel, the actual and maximum performance strongly depends on the characteristics and nature
(substructure) of a sparse matrix. Any generalized storage
format like CSR, COO, ELLPACK, etc. does not make any
assumption about the shape and metadata of an input sparse
matrix [2]. From our research, we found that some storage
formats perform better on some sets of sparse matrices and
perform poorly on some. In Fig. 9, performance evaluation for
the basic and essential storage formats with GFLOPS (Floating point operation per second) is presented. As described
earlier, performance of the SpMV operation depends on data
access pattern, data dependency among storage arrays in some
formats, load balancing when parallelizing the operation on
shared memory architecture, sharing of the memory hierarchy,
choosing the right storage format for specific sparse matrices.
For choosing the right storage format, we need to know the
nature of the sparse matrix, but storage format do not make
any assumptions about the sparse matrix substructure.
In our research, we find out that shape and substructure
of the sparse matrix plays an important role in choosing
the appropriate storage format. For example, any horizontal
shaped sparse matrix, CSR will perform better than ELLPACK.
Another example is ELLPACK which will perform better on
the diagonal shape of data. Additionally, we need to use the
thickness of the diagonal. If the thickness of diagonal increases
then the performance of ELLPACK will be decreased, because
for ELLPACK the 2D array has a size of m×Nmnzr where
Nmnzr is the maximum non zero values per row. If the number
of non-zero values differs more with the average then ELLPACK performance will be decreased. Other characteristics
(described in later sections) like symmetry, density, sparsify,
etc. also helps in deciding the most appropriate storage formats
for sparse matrix.
Besides COO, CSR (and its variances), CSC and ELLPACK, this extends to other proposed storage formats in literature. Table III describe, proposed sparse storage formats and
their sparse matrix characteristics. From Table III Bell and Garland’s HYBRID(HyB) format which is a hybrid of ELLPACK

In this paper, we will use a wide range of sparse matrix
with different structural and numerical properties. We collect
our sparse matrix from University of Florida sparse matrix
collection (UFSMC) [30], which is the standard and most
popular benchmark in SpMV research. Table I shows the
benchmarks used for the experimental evaluation.
C. Metrics
To better understand the substructure of a sparse matrix
and to automate the decision of choosing the best storage
format given a sparse matrix, a set of newer metrics are needed
to complement the existing metadata used to describe the
substructure of a sparse matrix. This subsection describes these
newer metrics in more detail.
1)

rowThickness - In a given sparse matrix, the maximum number of nnz values per row is defined here
as rowThickness and is given by Equation1, where ri
indicates the number of nnz values in row i.
rowT hickness = max(r1 , r2 , r3 , .........rN )

2)

3)

www.ijacsa.thesai.org

(1)

The SpMV performance for any storage format depends on rowThickness.For example, if
rowT hickness  avg(r1 , r2 , r3 , .........rN ) the performance of ELLPACK storage format decreases. In
this case, CSR, COO or other formats will be the
better choice for developers. On the other hand
when rowT hickness ≈ avg(r1 , r2 , r3 , .........rN ) ELLPACK performs better.
Pattern Symmetry - The sparse (square) matrix will
be pattern symmetric if the existence of nnz entries
match across the diagonal [30]. To better understand
pattern symmetry, let’s consider a square matrix P of
size M × M. This matrix will be pattern symmetric if
∀i, j P(i, j) 6= 0 → P( j, i) 6= 0.
Numeric Symmetry - The sparse matrix will be numeric symmetric if the nnz entries numerically match
across the diagonal [30]. Consider a square sparse
matrix P of size M×M. Matrix P will be pattern
symmetric if ∀i, jP(i, j) = P( j, i) or P = PT .
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TABLE I. T HE B ENCHMARKS USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL
EVALUATION .
No.

Matrix Name

Rows

Columns

Non-zeros

1

sherman3

5,005

5,005

20,033

2

airfoil_2d

14,214

14,214

259,688

Plot

8)

other hand, Density = nnz/(M × N) will give us
density of a sparse matrix. Density and sparsity are
related as sparsity = 1 − density. Thus, any matrix
with sparsity ≥ 0.5 is generally considered as sparse
otherwise the matrix is considered dense.
Diagonal Density - The diagonal density for any
square sparse matrix is calculated by finding out
the count of nnz values on the diagonal. Equation2
describe the diagonal density of a sparse matrix.
count(∀iP(i, i) 6= 0)

3

bbmat

38,744

38,744

177,1722

4

ill_stokes

20,896

20,896

131,368

5

gt01r

7,980

7,980

430,909

9)

cavity26

4,562

4,562

138,040

7

lowthrust

18,476

18,476

224,897

8

windtunnel

40,816

40,816

803,978

Upper Triangle Density - The upper triangle density
for any sparse matrix calculated by finding out the
count of upper triangle nnz values where row indices
are less then column indices. Equation 3 describe the
upper triangle density of a sparse matrix.
count(∀i∀ jP(i, j) = P(i, j) : j > i)

10)
6

(2)

(3)

Lower Triangle Density - The lower triangle density
for any sparse matrix calculated by finding out the
count of lower triangle nnz values where row indices
are greater then column indices. Equation describe
the lower triangle density of a sparse matrix.
count(∀i∀ jP(i, j) = P(i, j) : i > j)

(4)

D. Metric Generation
9

circuit

12,127

12,127

48,137

10

qa8fm

66,127

66,127

1,660,579

11

ga3as3h12

61,349

61,349

5,970,947

12

nd24k

72,000

72,000

28,715,634

13

bcsstm

15,439

15,439

15,439

14

robot

2,358

2,358

18,218

15

dw2048

2,048

2,048

10,114

4)
5)
6)

7)

In this subsection, we describe the algorithms for generating the metrics to describe the substructure and shape of the
sparse matrix. These metrics help to suggest the best storage
format for a given sparse matrix. For generating the metrics,
at first we will find out the rowThickness, in rowThickness we
will find the maximum number of non zero values per row.
Algorithm 1 describe rowThickness function.
Algorithm 1 Maximum Number per rows(rowThickness)
1: function ROW T HICKNESS (col)
2:
count[col] + +
3:
maxcol ← 0
4:
for i ← 1, col do
5:
if count[i] > maxCol then
6:
maxCol ← count[i]
7:
end if
8:
end for
9:
return maxCol
10: end function

Horizontal Symmetry - A sparse matrix P of size
M × N will be horizontal symmetric if ∀i∀ jP(i, j) =
P(M − i, M − j).
Vertical Symmetry - A sparse matrix P of size M ×
N will be vertical symmetric if ∀i∀ jP(i, j) = P(N −
i, N − j).
Row or Column-major Order - A Sparse matrix
entries stored in a file like ∀e =< row, col, val >.
Row-major order for that stored sparse matrix will
be ∀erow (erow ≤ erow+1 ) and column-major order will
be ∀ecol (ecol ≤ ecol+1 ).
Density and Sparsity - Sparsity of a sparse matrix
will be sparsity = zeroElements/(M × N).On the

Next, for getting more specific knowledge about the sparse
matrix we need to find out the information about pattern
symmetric, our algorithm will find the pattern symmetric by
matching the upper triangle and lower triangle value, if it is the
same the sparse matrix will be pattern symmetric. Algorithm
2 describe pattern Symmetric function.
After that, we will find out the percentage of numeric,
horizontal and vertical symmetric. In numeric symmetric, our
algorithm will find the percentage of the same upper triangle
and lower triangle nnz values which are separated by a
diagonal. Algorithm 3 describe numeric Symmetric function.
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Algorithm 2 Pattern Symmetric
1: function PATTERN S YMMETRIC (rowi ndices, coli ndices)
2:
for row ← 1, rowi ndecies do
3:
for col ← 1, coli ndecies do
4:
if row < col then
5:
up ← up + 1
6:
end if
7:
if row > col then
8:
lw ← lw + 1
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
end for
12:
if up! = lw then
13:
patternSym == 1
14:
else
15:
patternSym == 0
16:
end if
return patternSym
17: end function
Algorithm 3 Numeric Symmetric
1: function NUMERICSYMMETRIC (rowi ndices, coli ndices)
2:
for row ← 1, rowi ndecies do
3:
for col ← 1, coli ndecies do
4:
if data[row][col]! = data[col][row] then
5:
nCount ← nCount + 1
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
end for
9:
numeric = (nCount/nnz) ∗ 100
10:
return numeric
11: end function
In horizontal and vertical algorithms, we will check the
percentage of the same value which is presented horizontally
and vertically. Algorithm 4, 5 describes the horizontal and
vertical symmetric function.
Algorithm 4 Horizontal Symmetric
1: function
HORIZONTALSYMMETRIC (rowi ndices, coli ndices)
2:
for
row ← 1, rowi ndecies/2, AND, nrow ←
rowi ndecies − 1, nrow ← nrow − 1 do
3:
for col ← 1, coli ndecies do
4:
if data[row][col]! = data[nrow][col] then
5:
hCount ← hCount + 1
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
end for
9:
horizontal = (hCount/nnz) ∗ 100
10:
return horizontal
11: end function
Row and column-major order is also an important characteristic to find out the appropriate storage format for a
particular sparse matrix. Our algorithm will find the row and
column-major order by checking the row and column values
from the data set are sorted or not. If row indices are sorted
then it will print row-major order if column indices are sorted
then it will print column-major order. Algorithm 6 describe

Algorithm 5 Vertical Symmetric
1: function VERTICALSYMMETRIC (rowi ndices, coli ndices)
2:
for row ← 1, coli ndecies/2, AND, ncol ← coli ndecies−
1, ncol ← ncol − 1 do
3:
for col ← 1, coli ndecies do
4:
if data[row][col]! = data[ncol][col] then
5:
vCount ← vCount + 1
6:
end if
7:
end for
8:
end for
9:
vertical = (vCount/nnz) ∗ 100
10:
return vertical
11: end function

the row and column-major order. After finding the row and
column-major order, we will approach for sparsity and density,
Algorithms will find out the sparsity by dividing the zeroelements with row multiple column and density by dividing
the nnz by row multiple column. Algorithm 7 describe the
sparsity and density functions. After that we will find out the
density of the diagonal, upper, lower triangle. For calculating
the percentage of diagonal density, our algorithm at first find
out the diagonal values where row and column indices are same
then nnz elements will be divided by those diagonal values and
for upper and lower triangle density our tools will find out the
upper and lower values where row indices are less or greater
then column indices, respectively then nnz elements again
divided by the upper and lower values. Algorithm 8 describe
the diagonal density function where upper and lower triangle
also describe. After evaluating those results metrics will help to
suggest developers for most suitable storage formats for their
particular sparse matrix.
Algorithm 6 Row and Column major
1: function ROWCOLMAJOR (nnz)
2:
for row ← 1, nnz − 1 do
3:
if rowdata[row] > rowdata[row + 1] then
4:
dataorder == 1
5:
else
6:
dataorder == 0
7:
end if
8:
end for
9:
for col ← 1, nnz − 1 do
10:
if coldata[col] > coldata[col + 1] then
11:
dataorder == −1
12:
else
13:
dataorder == 0
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
return dataorder
17: end function

V.

E XPERIMENTAL E VALUATION

A. Experimental Setup
The experiments have been performed on Aziz SuperComputer at King Abdulaziz University, Saudi Arabia. In
experiment, one nodes with 16 processors is being requested.
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Algorithm 7 Sparsity and Density of Matrix data
1: function SPARSIFY (row, col, nnz)
2:
rowCol = [row] ∗ [col]
3:
zeroElement = rowCol − nnz
4:
sparsi f y = zeroElement/rowCol
5:
return sparsi f y
6: end function
7: function DENSITY (row, col, nnz)
8:
rowCol = [row] ∗ [col]
9:
density = nnz/rowCol
10:
return density
11: end function

TABLE III. P ROPOSED S TORAGE FORMATS BY AUTHORS

Algorithm 8 Upper, Lower Triangle and Diagonal Density
1: function DIAGONALDENSITY (rowi ndices, coli ndices)
2:
for row ← 1, rowi ndecies do
3:
for col ← 1, coli ndecies do
4:
if row < col then
5:
upper = nnz/(up ← up + 1)
6:
else if row > col then
7:
lower = nnz/(lw ← lw + 1)
8:
else if row = col then
9:
diagonal = nnz/(dia ← dia + 1)
10:
end if
11:
end for
12:
end for
13:
return upper, lower, diagonal
14: end function

Authors
name

Storage
format

Bell and
Garland
[7]

HYB

Hiroki
Yoshizawa
[29]

mtx

performance Metrics

Lowthrust

15.873

Circuit

5.987

Windtunnel

5.988

qa8fm

5.988

ga3a3h2

9.001

nd24k

12.214

rbsa480

3.4

dw2048

2.1

mhd32000

9.8

CSR-T

TABLE II. M ETRICS WITH S PARSE M ATRIX S P MV
PERFORMANCE (GFLOPS)
mtx

Diagonal Numeric
DenSymsity(%)
metry(%)

Row
Thickness

Avg
nnz
values

COO

CSR

IDX

ELL

sherman
Ill_stokes
airfoil_2d
gt01r
cavity
bbmat
lowthrust
windtunnel
circuit
qa8fm
bcsstm
robot
dw2048
nd24k
ga3as3h12

4.003
9.158
18.27
54
30.29
45.73
6.364
66.9
3.969
13.06
1
4.162
4.938
199.9
49.16

7
12
23
75
62
132
7184
93
5682
14
1
23
8
483
1024

4
9
18
53
30
45
6
66
3
13
1
4
4
199
49

1.514
9.419
13.033
20.352
9.506
39.555
4.641
17.089
2.699
19.675
0.901
0.762
0.847
47.167
29.524

1.788
14
17.588
26.369
11.222
49.206
8.726
59.388
4.103
33.065
1.346
0.881
0.922
71.32
81.224

1.715
13.186
16.318
24.153
10.799
40.264
8.947
47.609
4.009
32.265
1.315
0.886
0.958
58.514
43.407

1.718
11.949
15.365
20.228
9.145
22.618
6.360
98.01
3.017
28.224
1.322
0.898
0.936
462.15
105.96

25
11
5.5
1.9
3.3
2.2
16
0.99
25
7.7
1.00E+02
24
20
0.5
2

F.Vazquez
[25]

Approach
based on
ELLR-T

Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=16%
Horizontal and Vertical Sym
= 7.9%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.997
Density = 0.0003444
Diagonal Density = 6.364
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=25%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym= 11%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.997
Density = 0.0003273
Diagonal Density = 3.969
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=0.99%
Horizontal and Vertical Sym
= 7.1%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9984
Density = 0.001639
Diagonal Density = 66.9
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=7.7%
Horizontal and Vertical Sym
= 0.041%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9889
Density = 0.0111
Diagonal Density = 13.06
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=2%
Horizontal and Vertical Sym
= 1%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 1.006
Density = -0.005677
Diagonal Density = 49.16
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=0.5%
Horizontal and Vertical Sym
= 0.25%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9838
Density = 0.01619
Diagonal Density = 199.9
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=2.8%
Horizontal and Vertical Sym
= 1.3%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9258
Density = 0.07417
Diagonal Density = 35.9
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=20%
Horizontal and Vertical Sym
= 7.2%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9976
Density = 0.002411
Diagonal Density = 4.938
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=4.7%
Horizontal and Vertical Sym
= 2.4%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9934
Density = 0.006643
Diagonal Density = 21.26

Fig. 9. SpMV performance in GFLOPS
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order showed in Table IV is another metric that is used in our
approach. Experiment showed that, when a sparse matrix is
in row-major order CSR and IDX perform better than other
storage formats. The Table II sections “Sparsity and Density”
gives the status of any matrix, those will justify the sparsity
of any matrix using sparsity = 1 − density. Another section
TABLE IV. S TORAGE FORMATS WITH M ETRICS

Fig. 10. SpMV performance evaluation respect to Diagonal Density

mtx file

metadata

mtx file

metadata

bcsstm

Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric
Symmetric=1e+02%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym = 50%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9999
Density = 6.477e-05
Diagonal Density = 1
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=24%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym = 12%
Column Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9982
Density = 0.001765
Diagonal Density = 4.162
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=1.9%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym = 0.93%
Row Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9932
Density = 0.006767
Diagonal Density = 54
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=3.3%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym = 1.7%
Row Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9934
Density = 0.00664
Diagonal Density = 30.29

sherman

Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=25%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym = 9.7%
Row Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9992
Density = 0.0007997
Diagonal Density = 4.003

airfoil_2d

Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=5.5%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym = 2.7%
Row Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9987
Density = 0.001285
Diagonal Density = 18.27
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=2.2%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym = 1.1%
Row Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9988
Density = 0.00118
Diagonal Density = 45.73
Pattern Symmetric =YES
Numeric Symmetric=11%
Horizontal and Vertical
Sym = 5.5%
Row Major Order =Yes
Sparsity= 0.9996
Density = 0.0004383
Diagonal Density = 9.158

robot

gt10R

Fig. 11. SpMV performance(GFLOPS)

Each compute node has Dual socket hex-core processor running at 2.4GHz with 256GB RAM. Linux version 2.6.32358.23.2.e16.x86_64 and GCC compiler version 4.4.7 is used
in our experiment.

Cavity26

B. Metrics and Performance Analysis
In this section, Presents metrics evaluation using selected
benchmark in previous chapter and also evaluate those similar
benchmark according to the metrics behavior. In this approach,
first generated metric is rowThickness. rowThickness is used
to find out the maximum non-zero values per row. Row
thickness is important for any sparse matrix because there
is a relation between rowThickness and SpMV performance.
If the row thickness does differ from the average non-zero
values, then the ELLPACK storage format will not be a great
choice for any data set. In this case, the experiment showed
that CSR or any other storage format is more efficient then
ELLPACK. From Table II section “Row Thickness” gives the
generated rowThickness values for every sparse matrix. The
sparse matrix characteristic’s pattern symmetric is used in our
approach for getting a clear visualization of the sparse matrix.
If the sparse matrix is pattern symmetric any system can easily
figure out that the row thickness does not very much higher
from the average non-zero values.
Numeric, Horizontal and vertical symmetries are the other
symmetric metrics of a sparse matrix, by using those parameters we can clearly understand the behavior and the structure
of any sparse matrix. From the experiment, found that sparse
matrix storage formats perform better with less numerically
symmetric data. From the experiment, also found that if the
percentage of numerically symmetric is less then horizontal
and vertical ELLPACK perform better then other sparse matrix
storage formats. In Table IV, will find out the symmetry
information of selected sparse matrix. Row or column-major

bbmat

Ill_stokes

from Table II diagonal density provide the description about
diagonal density. Diagonal density is very important for any
sparse matrix. Storage formats performance can determined by
the percentage of diagonal density. Experiments showed that
for higher percentage of diagonal density ELLPACK perform
better then CSR. Fig. 10 showed performance of SpMV for
different storage formats with different sparse matrix respect
to diagonal density. Fig. 11 presents the performance graph respect to COO, CSR, IDX and ELLPACK. ELLPACK perform
peak performance with windtunnel sparse matrix, where the
percentage of numerical symmetry is 0.99%, diagonal density
66.9% and column major order. ELLPACK perform worst
performance with bcsstm sparse matrix, where the percentage
of numerical symmetry is 1e+02%, diagonal density 1% and
column major order. After experimental analysis we found that
ELLPACK perform best with higher diagonal density and give
lowest performance where diagonal density is very low. CSR
perform best among the sparse matrix with bbmat, where the
percentage of numerical symmetry is 2.2%, diagonal density
45% and row-major order data.While the percentage of numerical symmetry 24%, diagonal density is 4.162% and columnmajor order then CSR perform worst.Our experimental result
showed that CSR perform worst when the nature of the sparse
matrix is column-major order. Any row-major order sparse
matrix with better percentage of diagonal density CSR perform
peak performance. For any column-major order sparse matrix
we can use another solution which also compressed the data
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but here the format used column pointer instead of row pointer,
named CSC. On the other hand COO performed average for
all the sparse matrix, COO give us its peak performance with
bbmat but the performance is not greater than CSR. COO also
perform worst with bcsstm, where the percentage of numerical
symmetry is 1e+02%, diagonal density 1% and column-major
order. For bcsstm sparse matrix CSR gives better performance
than other three storage format used in our literature. Another
newly storage format which we used in our tools is IDX, these
storage format perform better then all others with lowthrust
sparse matrix, where the percentage of numerical symmetry
16%, diagonal density is 6.364% and column-major order. IDX
performance is always very close to CSR.

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

VI.

C ONCLUSION

SpMV operation’s performance affects the efficiency of
large number of applications like CFD, computer graphics,
robotics, structural problems, acoustics problems, etc. The
performance of SpMV operations depends on many factors.
Matrix characteristics, storage formats, software and hardware
implementations are most common problems for the performance of SpMV operation.

[9]

[10]

In this paper, we focused on matrix characteristics, an approach has been proposed and evaluated to assume the matrix
characteristics by generating several metrics. Our approach
allows the developers to choose the most suitable storage
formats for given sparse matrix and improve the performance
of SpMV operation. The aim of our approach is suggest the
best suitable storage format for any sparse matrix by analyzing
our generated metrics. We have evaluate our approach using
15 real world sparse matrices from University of Florida
sparse matrix collection (UFSMC) [30] with four most popular
storage formats. Along with some well-known metrics we also
generate some new metrics in our approach. In our evaluation
we observed that, CSR perform best when the row thickness
is very large that means CSR is a better choice for horizontal
substructures. ELLPACK perform best with higher diagonal
density (49.16%) when the numeric symmetry (2%) is very
less.

[11]

In future we will extend our research with newer metrics to
describe the sparse matrix with metadata more accurately. We
will incorporate other common dependency for SpMV operation and increasing both sparse matrix and storage format. We
will enhance our research by incorporating machine learning.
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